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Introduction
All too often, as TotalChrom
administrators, we hear the
concerns of analysts hunting
through directories to find their
"lost" data.  The data files are not
lost, merely re-directed by the
system to default locations
unknown to the user.  This
redirection typically happens
when TotalChrom has not been
instucted to place files in a
specific location, or, was
instructed to place files in
directories that no longer exist,
have been moved, or have
been changed in read/write
permissions.  Still, it’s our job to
locate the file, correct the
situation, and set the analyst
back on course. 

Wouldn’t it be nice to tell
TotalChrom how to manage the
location of data files in situations
where it isn’t specifically told to
put the file elsewhere?    

This technical note will show us
how to define a "Lost" files
directory using the registry entry
Alternate Data Path within the
TotalChrom (TCCS) environment.

You can impair or disable
Windows NT or Windows 2000
with incorrect changes or
accidental deletions if you (or
other users) use Registry Editor to
change the system configuration.
If you aren’t sure about doing this,
get some help.

The question comes to mind,
“why does TCCS write the data to
a directory that is other than the
one specified by the analysts?”

Acquire Process
You may remember from your
TotalChrom System Management
class that when data is generated
real time or batched remotely
the account used to write that
data to the hard drive is termed
the "process" account.  Often,
this "process" account is forgotten
when setting permissions in the
data file structure. Thus when an
analyst batch reprocesses the file
locally the analyst’s OS account is
used to write the data to the
hardrive and the files are created.

TotalChrom is designed to ensure
that data collected is written even
in the event of a system failure.
The Acquire process that is run-
ning on the acquisition server is
used to collect data and store it in
the specified raw data location. If
the location where the data is to
be stored is unavailable, the
acquisition server will use the
Alternate Data Location.

If this Alternate Data Location is
unavailable, the acquisition
server will attempt to write the
data to the TotalChrom TEMP
directory, or if unavailable, then
the acquisition server’s local
TEMP directory.
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Now that we understand a bit more
about why this happens, we can see
it is possible to take control of this
and force these files into a directory
where all users can look to find "lost"
data, even if they have no idea which
acquisition server was used.

Defining “Lost” Files
Changes can be made to the selected
branch in the registry
‘HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFT-
WARE\Perkin Elmer\TcCS\Ver6.2.0 
by adding a NEW string value name,
"Alternate Data Path," with a data
value path and directory for lost files
and listed here in the window to
the right.

It is also possible to make the change
using the executable TcRegEdit.exe
which resides in the
Penexe\TCCS\ver6.2.0\Bin directory
on any client or server. Using this
executable makes modifying the
registry easier and eliminates the
possiblities of making unintended
changes to other portions of the
registry as well as the String Value
Names are already defined thus you
only need to add the String Values.  

Whether you use the TcRegedit.exe,
or the operating systems regedit.exe,
this registry modification is only
necessary on acquisition servers.

There is no need to make this change
on any client machine unless it
happens to be an acquisition server. 

The "process" account still needs the
appropriate permissions to add and
modify files in that location.

This technique will help keep your
analysts productive and reduce the
administrative overhead of your
system manager.   
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